Larval regulation of adult longevity in a genetically-selected long-lived strain of Drosophila.
Our previous work has shown that the major genes involved in the expression of the extended-longevity phenotype are located on the third chromosome. Furthermore, their expression is negatively and positively influenced by chromosomes 2 and 1, respectively. In this report we show that the expression of the extended-longevity phenotype is dependent on the larval environment. A controlled chromosome substitution experiment was carried out using a strain selected for long life (L) and its parent (R) strain. Twenty different combinations of the three major chromosomes were conducted and their longevities were determined under both high (HD) and low (LD) larval density conditions. The extended-longevity phenotype was only expressed under HD conditions. The chromosome interactions were not apparent under LD conditions. Density-shift experiments delineate a critical period for expression of the extended-longevity phenotype, extending from 60 h after egg laying (AEL) to 96 h AEL, during which the developing animal must be exposed to HD conditions if the extended-longevity phenotype is to be expressed. The change from HD to LD conditions is accompanied by statistically significant increases in body weight. The possible role of a dietary restriction phenomenon is examined and the implications of these findings discussed. It is now apparent, however, that the extended-longevity phenotype in Drosophila is a developmental genetic process.